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-Contractions and Expansions

Contractions and Expansions

Contractions simply put is something that does not expand. Like in child birth contractions are
when the uterus  muscles spasm and shrink so as to push the fetus out, showing us that
contractions are restrictions meant to push something out.

Mankind is made in the image of God. God is the largest of anything "for it is in Him we live and
have our being". The soul of each person has an endless capacity. The fallen powers that be
being, "the prince of the power of the air that now works in the sons of disobedience". These
powers believe that if they can restrict the abilities of people for spiritual growth, they can stave off
the maturation of believers and the completion of Gods Elect, but they are misled.

The purpose of creation is for the completion of a certain number, proverbially the 144k of those
who are re-imaged after The Son of God. It is those who take God at His word (His Word is His
Son, John 1.1) and to become that word is to provide the Holy Spirit the wherewithal to blow
through that soul like a fine instrument proclaiming the way to the Father as our goal. So that we
who follow “the unction” and urging of God through our trial and error on earth while the
consequences are temporary, so as not to make any mistakes in the eternal. That is why our
testing grounds has to do with this temporal realm called earth and creation. And the purpose of
the gospel is to reach a completion before our departure here, and our need for us to keep on
pressing in, " Till we all come in the unity of the faith, and to the full knowledge of the Son of God,
unto a perfect man (a completely re-imaged), unto the measure of the stature of the fulness of God
in Christ: Ephesians 4.13 .

So the enemies of souls know that if, and we mean if they can keep us, all who are "the called",
distracted and reduced, so that they/us never reach our potential and maturation and therefore they
believe they can keep God's creation to themselves. And they can if they can pull that off. But
remember what God said when He was fine creating, that it was good, very good". Meaning He
made provisions for all rebellions, departures and misunderstandings. Praise God!

And how might the lower sub sector spirits “that now work in the sons of disobedience”, how do
they try to thwart us? They would have you refrained and detain, maintain and entertain you to the
point of delusion to exhaustion through their very distractions brought to you by “the power of the
air” not referring to oxygen but airwaves. The sufix of those words is "tain". It can be a form of
prison because you are being held spellbound in the spirit of your mind through various
fascinations that hold you spellbound as you bounce them back and forth between those who fear
like you.

If they can "tain" you, they can occupy you (think of demon possession here). They can theart your
efforts and abilities to keep you from becoming word, to wake up and be fully saved, restored and
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oppositional. It is for you just to be busy about doing good things or God things or preparing for the
newest designer fear they've presented to you. Really you can't save anyone, you can't even save
yourself or them from their most current nightmare. But you can repent and take the saving already
available by faith from the cross, relax and recalibrate to refocus and do an eternal work, which is?
Promote the eternal gospel.

If someone is not "reaching out to lay ahold of why Christ laid hold of them" were they ever really
saved? meaning safe too? "Many are called but few are chosen". Or "few are selected" the word
that the Elect comes from.

But more seductively, meaning to seduce generally by stealth, of which the root word is steal,
meaning theft. If you think about it, this is what Satan did to Adam and Eve with the apple. What he
did was offer them an immediate gratification of becoming godly or god-like without the patience
and perseverance, and they took a byte of it. Think of apple and byts here because there is a
connection "desirable to make one wise"? Mmh! What does that sound like? That’s spiritual food.

1 John 2 says 15 Do not love the world or the things of the world. If anyone loves the world, the love
of the Father is not in them. 16 For all that is in the world—the lust of the flesh, the lust of the eyes,
and the pride of life—is not of the Father but is of the world. 17 And the world is passing away, and
the lust of it; but those who does the will of God abides forever.”

So then how does Satan seduce? How do they reduce you? They contract you. Get it? Contract to
reduce?

Everytime you sign a contract, you've been restricted from advancing in the spirit because you took
the easy way like with the Apple. And everytime you accept terms and conditions, you have been
conditioned and terminated some of your options. This is how you’ve been restricted. These
documents are legal and binding. Binding, do you get it? Like in a bundle. A bundle of services and
options is a big block for ones spiritual development. But they sure make you feel safe.

And as innocuous as they may seem, I mean everyone is doing it and nobody is really getting hurt.
I say but of course not, or not yet. You see in those terms and conditions there is a Claus that
states that by you continuing to use their product you continue to agree to terms and conditions.
And here is the kicker. They in writing claim the right to change their terms and conditions anytime
they want and it is up to you to keep yourself updated to their changes. Could their be some
proposed purposefull event or series of events take place for them to do a lock down on maybe
your ability to let's say purchase or buy, lest you trade you card and online banking abilities for a
more convenient method? Let's say maybe a chip?

With each of these your spiritual vision and understanding grows weekend and weekend. After all
everyone is doing it right?
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The Kingdom of God is at hand! In whose care are you under? Whose God you covered? Who are
you contracted with and restricted by? You need to know. You need to choose. Your eternal life is
at stake
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